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  GENERAL SAFETY RULES 
 

These safety rules are an integral part of the product. Read the information in this manual carefully 
since it provides important instructions for safe use and maintenance of the system. Keep these 
instructions in a safe place and ensure that anyone operating the machinery is familiar with them. This 
product should be used only for the specific purpose for which it is designed: any other use is 
improper and hazardous. 
The manufacturer will not be held liable for damages caused by improper, incorrect or unreasonable 
use. Do not allow children to play or stand about in the area of action of the machine; do not allow 
unaccompanied children to use the elevator. 
In case of failure or malfunction of the product, disconnect the power switch and do not attempt to 
repair the machine yourself; contact authorised professional technicians for this purpose. All 
maintenance and repairs must be done only by professional technicians, authorised for the purpose. 
To ensure the efficient and correct operation of the plant, observe the manufacturer’s instruction 
regarding scheduled maintenance by authorised technicians; in particular, all safety equipment must 
be regularly checked. All installation, maintenance and repair work must be registered and the 
registers made available to the user. 

Failure to comply with the above may generate hazards 
  

 
 
 

 Contents of the manual 
 
 

1/    Conformity 
 

2/    Characteristics and description of the machine 
 
3/    Identification plate data 
 
4/    Technical service 
 
5/    Commissioning 
 
6/    Proper and improper use 
 
7/    Correct use of the elevator 
 
8/    Safety systems 
 
9/    Emergency operation by the user 
 
10/  Vibration and noise 

 
11/   Wiring diagrams  

 
12/  Maintenance and inspections 
 
13/  Disposal of substances and waste materials 
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1) CONFORMITY 
 

With the aim of ensuring the highest levels of safety for the user, the design of the machinery and the 
installation of the SLIM inclined platform have been executed in accordance with the following safety 
regulations and legislation. 

 
Machine: European Machinery Directive 98/37 

European Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 86/336 
Italian Ministerial Decree 89/236 
Wheelchair Platform Lift Standard UNI 9801  
Wheelchair Platform Lift Standard TUV 103 - B 
Machinery Safety Standard EN 292 - 1 - 2  
Machinery Safety Standard EN 418 
Standard Governing Electrical Equipment of Machinery EN 60204 

 
 
 
 
2) CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Components of the plant: 
 

Fixed parts: rails 
rail mounts 
drive unit 

Moving parts: machine body 
Control parts: electrical cabinet 

control panel 
 

Specifications: 
 

Direction of travel up/down – electrically driven 
Speed0.1m/sec.  
Capacity1 person on wheelchair  
Load225 daN max(see dataplate)  
Standard duty30 cycles/hour  

Ambient conditions –10°C to +60°C - max. humidity 70% 
On-board controls travel direction buttons  
locking emergency stop button 

 Floor controls call button  
key-switch  

 
The SLIM wheelchair lift is designed for transporting disabled persons on wheelchairs.  
The machine travels on two metal rails designed for this application, supported by feet mounted to the stairs and the 
wall, if present. 
The drive unit with electric motor is located at the top end of the rails.  
The machine is driven by a metal rope running inside the rail, which is anchored to the upper carriage. 
An automatic levelling device keeps the platform horizontal no matter the angle of the rail. 
The machine is composed of a fold-away platform with non-slip surface equipped with automatic ramps for connection 
to the floors, the machine body equipped with control buttons and fold-away safety bars. 
The low speed of travel, hold-down controls, collision safety equipment, mechanical safety brake and overtravel 
terminal enable the unit to be installed on any kind of route, whether straight, curved, etc. in total safety.The floors are 
equipped with lift call buttons which are key-switch operated (optional).  
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3) IDENTIFICATION PLATE DATA 
 

- manufacturer  Extrema srl  
via dell’ Industria 2 – 46031 Bagnolo S.Vito (MN) 
tel. 039 / 0376 / 252443fax 039 / 0376 / 251091 

- model  see data plate 
- year of manufacture see data plate 
- serial number see data plate 
- load 225 daN max(see data plate) 
- capacity 1 person on wheelchair 
- speed 0.1m/sec. 
-operating voltage 230 V AC 50 Hz 
- control voltage 24 V DC 
- consumption  2 kW max 
 
 
 
 

4) TECHNICAL SERVICE 
 

Stamp of retailer or authorised service agent 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5) COMMISSIONING 
 
 

After installation, final testing and hand-over to the customer, done by an authorised technician, the vertical 
platform is put into service by moving the mains switch on the electrical cabinet toON. 
In case of lengthy inactivity, we recommend switching off the plant. 
Move the switch to OFF to switch it off. 
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6) PROPER AND IMPROPER USE 
 
  
6.1)  Proper use  
 

INSTALLATION Internal or external on existing stairs or route.  
The customer is provided with the installation drawings including the 
mounting points for verification of the strength of the masonry and for building the 
shafts (if applicable). 

 WARNING: Failure to observe the specifications of the installation design drawings 
can be the cause of hazard.  

 
 
            USE Transport of only one person on a wheelchair with large rear wheels and small caster 

wheels at the front, in the direction of travel.  
Alternatively, the unit can be equipped with a fold-away seat mounted to the machine 
body for only one person (optional).  
The unit must be operated by persons who are physically and psychologically 
equipped to do so, and who are familiar with the operation, and the user and 
maintenance instructions for the device. 

WARNING: If the plant is to be used by a person who is not self-sufficient, it must be 
operated by a attendant.  

 
 
 
6.2) Improper use  
 
             INSTALLATION Do not install the plant in areas subject to the risk of flooding or explosion.  
 

 WARNING: In case of failure to notify the possibility of such events, the 
manufacturer declines all liability for damages and personal injury. 

 
            USE Use of the plant by unauthorised persons.  
                                                  Transporting two or more persons on the wheelchair. 
                                                  Transporting one or more persons upstanding on the platform. 

Transporting loads on the platform. 
Overloading the machine. 
Obstacles inserted between the rail components or placed on the same rail. 
 

WARNING: Do not put body’s parties or pbjects in the spaces between fixed 
components ad the ones in motion. 
Do not put hands on the rail during the motion of the platform. 
 

WARNING: Do not insert the fingers in the upper rail opening: 
Danger for squashing!!! 
 

WARNING: Do not pour liquids or insert foreign bodies into the holes or slots and do 
not make unauthorised modifications. 
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7) CORRECT USE OF THE WHEELCHAIR LIFT 
 

WARNING: Use the plant in accordance with the proper use specifications of 
paragraph 6.  
Read this manual thoroughly before operating the system. 
Keep this manual in the vicinity of the machine. 

 
 
FLOOR CONTROLS 

 
Button control panel located next to the floor halt: 
 
- hold-down travel button 
  when pressed, automatically moves the machine to the floor in question from any other halt 
- key-switch for enabling the controls 
  turn the key clockwise to enable the call button  
  
 

BASIC version (manual safety bar operation) 
 
To close the machine: with the machine halted at the floor and no-one on board, raise the 

platform to release the lock and rotate the bars downwards; rotate the 
bars until they are vertically at the bottom with the platform at the top.  
In this position the floor controls are enabled 

 
Enabling the floor controls: turn the key clockwise and hold the call button pressed until the machine 

arrives, at which point it will halt automatically.  
 
To open the machine: with the machine halted at the floor, lower the platform; rotate the bars 

upwards into the open position; the ramp will automatically open towards 
the floor to allow the passenger to embark. 
WARNING: when operated as above, the bar and ramp on the 

disembarkation side will lock in the safety position to prevent 
the passenger falling down the stairs. In this position the floor 
controls are disabled 

 

WARNING: Check that in the range of operation of the platform and bars there 
are no obstacles or impediments which may cause damage or 
personal injury. 

 
 
 

AUTOMATIC version (motorised bars and platform) 
 
To close the machine: with the machine halted at the floor and no-one on board, enable the floor 

controls by turning the key clockwise; press the button with 

the  symbol; the platform and bars will move sequentially to 
the standby position with the bars below and the platform at the top.  
In this position the floor controls are enabled 

 
 
Moving the machine: hold down the travel button until the machine arrives at the floor, at which 

point it will halt automatically.  
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To open the machine: with the machine halted at the floor, enable the floor controls by turning 

the key clockwise; press the button with the  symbol; the 
platform and bars will move sequentially to the open position; the the 
ramp will automatically open towards the floor to allow access to the 
platform. 
WARNING: when operated as above, the bar and ramp on the 

disembarkation side will lock in the safety position to prevent 
the passenger falling down the stairs. In this position the floor 
controls are disabled 

 
Machine with 

ramp front access 
to the platform 

(optional): 

on the AUTOMATIC version only, the motorised front access ramp 
moves in the same way as the disembarkation bar 
bar vertically up = front access open 
bar horizontal = front access ramp functions as foot guard 
bar vertically down = front access folded away 

 

WARNING: Check that in the range of operation of the platform and bars there 
are no obstacles or impediments which may cause damage or 
personal injury. 

 
ON-BOARD CONTROLS 

 
Controls located on the upper section of the machine body (control board): 
 
- hold-down travel button 
  when pressed, automatically moves the machine in the indicated direction from the starting floor to any 

other halt (floor 0 is always the lowest floor) 
- red emergency STOP button 
  when pressed, locks down and instantly halts the machine in position, whatever the direction of travel; to 

reset the controls, turn clockwise until it releases 
 
Hold down the button until the machine arrives at the floor where it halts automatically and releases the 
access side bar to allow disembarkation. 
 
For intermediate halts and AUTOMATIC version (motorised bars and platform) 
systems with intermediate halts are equipped with a control panel for the passenger’s attendant with 4 
buttons (up/down; open/close bars). 
In this version the bars are opened at the floor manually by pressing the button on the attendant’s control 
panel. 
When the machine stops at an intermediate halt, a light or acoustic signal is activated. When the travel 
button is released, the machine stops and pressing the open button the bar facing the floor raises to enable 
disembarkation. 
 

WARNING: The position of the wheelchair occupant must allow for access to 
the on-board controls and must be as far away as possible from the 
unprotected area.  
Prevent accidental movement of the wheelchair by applying its 
brakes. 

WARNING: Do not introduce parts of the body or other objects into the gaps 
between the fixed and moving parts. 
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WARNING: Do not operate the plant unless there is a person nearby who is 
familiar with the manual emergency controls. 

 
 
 
 
 
IN GENERAL 
 

All motorised controls are delayed by 3 seconds and opening the bars vertically upwards disables the drive 
motor. 
To prevent hazardous situations, the operator must be sure that the shaft and stairs to which the platform is 
installed are adequately illuminated. 
 

WARNING: The plant may only be used by persons who are authorised, 
capable of operating motorised machinery and familiar with the use 
of the plant. 

  
 
8) SAFETY SYSTEMS 
 
MECHANICAL SAFETIES 
 

Structural dimensions = designed as required by technical standards  
 
Drive unit = VSF reducer unit and gears for optimal load distribution 
 
Speed limiter/ mechanical 
safety brake = 

integrated into the mechanical safety brake mechanism, trips 
in case of excessive downwards travel speed 

 
Mechanical overtravel stop = stops the upwards travel of the platform  
 
Bars unlockable from outside = BASIC versions: press the push rods behind the machine’s body 

AUTOMATIC version:engage the manual handwheel in the holes above 
the machine body 

WARNING: Falling hazard! 
This operation is only for trained persons, who are familiar with 
rescue procedures. 

 
 
ELECTRICAL SAFETIES 
 

Component ratings = designed as required by technical standards  
 
Safety/control circuits = low operating voltage 
 
Overtravel cam = stops the upwards travel of the machine beyond the top floor and disables 

the system  

WARNING: For rescue of the passengers, refer to paragraph 9. 
 To re-activate the plant, we recommend contacting your authorised 

service centre.  
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Cam = trips to disable the plant if the downward speed speed limiter exceeds a 
set value and mechanical safety brake 

WARNING: To re-activate the plant, you must contact your authorised service 
centre.  

 
 

Bar lock control = enables the machine to operate when the bars are in the safety 
(horizontal) position 

 
Emergency stop button = when pressed, locks down and instantly halts the machine in position 

whatever the direction of travel; to reset the controls, turn clockwise until it 
releases 

 
Collision sensors = when pressed, stop the machine travelling; the machine can only start 

again if the sensors are disengaged. They are located along the sides of 
the machine body under the platform near to the ramps. 

 
 
9) EMERGENCY OPERATION BY THE USER 
 
OPERATION FROM THE FLOORS 
 

If, when the call button is released, the platform continues to travel, disable the control by turning the key-
switch key counterclockwise to OFF. 

WARNING: If this is not done immediately, the machine will continue to travel 
upwards/downwards until the safety sensors trip and disable the 
plant which requires the intervention of an authorised technician to 
return to normal service.To rescue the occupant, refer to the 
following paragraphs.  
This operation is only necessary when the control circuit is 
malfunctioning: contact your authorised service centre to have the 
machine checked over. 

 
ON-BOARD OPERATION 
 

If, when the travel button is released, the platform continues to travel, disable the control by pressing the 
emergency STOP button. 

WARNING: If this is not done immediately, the machine will continue to travel 
upwards/downwards until the safety sensors trip and disable the 
plant. To rescue the occupant, refer to the following paragraphs.  
This operation is only necessary when the control circuit is 
malfunctioning: contact your authorised service centre to have the 
machine checked over. 

 
TO RESCUE THE OCCUPANT 
 
                 In case of electrical power failure, the travel of the platform can be continued by fitting the manual  
                 handwheel into the hole at the base of the drive unit so that it engages the shaft of the electric motor.  
 

WARNING: Do this only after having switched off the system by turning to OFF 
the mains switch on the electrical cabinet.  
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If the platform is blocked along its route, for example due to a 
power failure, the occupant can be rescued by releasing and opening the bar facing the upper section of the 
route. 
For releasing the bar refer to paragraph 8- “Bars unlockable from outside”. 
When the bars are unlocked, the platform is disabled; to return to normal operation,  
move the bar back to the horizontal position. 

WARNING: Falling hazard! Only unlock the bar facing the upper part of the 
platform’s route.  

 
 
FREEING UP THE ROUTE (STAIRWAY) 
 

After the occupant has been rescued, the route can be freed up as follows:  
 

BASIC version (manual safety bar operation) 
Raise the platform to release the lock and rotate the bars downwards; rotate the bars until they are down 
with the platform up. 
In this position the machine is in service and the floor controls are enabled 
 
 

AUTOMATIC version (motorised bars and platform) 
Fit the manual handwheel into the holes above the machine body and turn it to bring the bars down, then 
raise the platform. 
In this position the machine is NOT in service and the floor controls are disabled 
 
To return the machine to normal operation, move the bars and platform back to the horizontal position.  
 
 

10) VIBRATION AND NOISE 
 

The body and limbs of the user are subject to low frequency vibrations with very limited accelerations and for 
short cycles: 

These factors are negligible as regards safety. 
 

Noise level measured in the air: less than 70 dB(A). 
 
 
11) WIRING DIAGRAMS  
 

The wiring diagrams are provided as attachments to the documentation. 
 
 
12) MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTIONS 

 WARNING: To ensure an adequate level of safety, observe the specified 
maintenance intervals and use original spare parts. 

 
Maintenance is divided into two types: 

 
USER MAINTENANCE 
 

 -- Normal cleaning (use a cloth with biodegradable detergent) 

 WARNING: Before cleaning the system, switch the machine off by turning the 
mains switch on the electrical cabinet to OFF. 
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MONTHLY INSPECTIONS: 
 

 -- Check the operation of the control panel enabling keys turning the key to OFF should disable the controls 
 

-- Check the operation of the emergency STOP button pressing the button should disable the on-board and 
floor controls 

 

 WARNING: If the machine does not pass these checks disable the plant by 
turning the mains switch to OFF on the electrical cabinet and 
immediately contact your authorised service centre. 

 
MAINTENANCE TO BE DONE BY AUTHORISED TECHNICIANS 
 
 
SIX-MONTHLY INSPECTIONS:  
 

-- Check the operation of the mechanical safeties 
( wear of the transport rope, operation of the speed limiter/safety brake, mechanical overtravel limit,    
  unlocking the bars from outside, stability of rails and fastenings, grease rails and all rotation axis point ). 

 
 

-- Check the operation of the electrical safeties 
( overtravel cams, speed limiter and safety brake, sliding contacts, detection of the platform at the floor halt, 
  locking of the bars, emergency STOP, on-board and floor controls ) 

 

 WARNING: Switch the machine off at the mains switch before working on the 
electrical cabinet. 

 
  
13) DISPOSAL OF SUBSTANCES AND WASTE MATERIALS 
 
 

-- The plant does not contain toxic substances in need of special disposal. 
 
-- All spare parts, such as cables, cams, etc. in rubber and plastic, should be delivered to authorised 

collection and disposal centres as provided by established legislation 
  
-- Exhausted oils and greases should be delivered to authorised collection and disposal centres as provided 

by established legislation. 
 











































Ord. N° XXXX

Tipo motorizzazione N° variazioni pend. 0
Potenza motore consigliata kW N° curve 180° 0
Potenza inverter consigliata kW N° curve 90° 0

dis/e

105

dis/c

219 N°  "X" Cunei interi
tratte STD tratta Variabile

8 0
SI

U.M. Quantità
nr 1
mt 11,854
nr 106
nr 210
nr 1
nr 1
nr 1
nr 1
nr 1

nr 1
mt 9,735
nr 11
nr 10
nr 210
nr 10
nr 1

Emesso da in data

Giunzione maschio

21F140001
31B210011
31C460005

31G060000

31C460004
31C460006 Semisfera tagliata

Bussola per fune
Cono tagliato
Cuneo fune paracadute

Semisfera stampata

Molla Omicron A/2956

Fune di sicurezza comm. C09G3XXXX
Fune TECI   Ø 8 zincata

Fune TECI   Ø 8 zincata
Bussola per fune

31G060001

41,7

Giunzione femmina

Distinta materiali

31S160006

21F140001
31B210011

Descrizione

31F20XXXX

21M080005

Vite STEI M5×6  UNI 5923
Bussola isolamento giunzione

31B210021 Bussola per terminale fune

25V110016
31B210015

Fune di trazione comm. C09G3XXXX

Lunghezza nominale FS =

Tratta variabile presente?

31F17XXXX
Codice

9735
N° passi tratta STD=

Passo cuneo paracadute=

Fune di sicurezza cod.

Fune di trazione cod.
Lunghezza nominale FT =

26

31F17XXXX

31F20XXXX

11854 n° sfere =

n° passi =

SERVOSCALA  SLIM
DEFINIZIONE GRUPPO FUNI

Comm. C09G3XXXX
Extrema s.r.l. Rif.to Cliente XXXX
Fornitore gruppo funi

0

9314

1500

Distanza ultima fermata
da fine tubo superiore

NOTE:

L tubo superiore
10000

L tubo inferiore
10000

Quota L1
11869

Quota L2

L1  (Fune di trazione)

500
314

zero
Piano

L2  (Fune di sicurezza)

piano
Ultimo

869
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